YWAM Costa Tropical
Calle AlClub 47
18690 Velilla-Taramay (Granada), Spain

Confidential Reference Form
Please email the completed form as soon as possible directly to: info@ywamct.com

Applicant information
Name

Surname(s)

E-mail

Course requested

The applicant has applied for admission to one of our YWAM training courses. We would appreciate it if you
would supply the information requested on his form. This will aid us in evaluating the applicant’s suitability for
admission. We will take your evaluation of this applicant and the information you provide very seriously. Thank
you very much for helping us in this way.
Your details
Name

Surname(s)

E-mail

Mobile phone:

Relationship to
How long have you
applicant
known the applicant?
In what situations have you observed the applicant?
At home

In church activities

At work

In social activities

Other:_______________

A YWAM participant must be able to easily adapt to unaccustomed living conditions and new social situations.
Adjustments must be made concerning diet, social customs, work habits, climate changes, etc. Keeping the
challenge of these demands in mind, please rate the applicant by placing a check by the appropriate
descriptions:
Physical Fitness
Frequently incapacitated

Intelligence
Learns and thinks slowly.

Christian Experience
Relatively superficial

Somewhat below par

Average mental ability

Over emotional.

Fairly healthy.

Alert, has a good mind.

Rich and growing.

Good health.

Brilliant, exceptional.

Genuine and contagious.

Emotional Resilience
(In difficult situations)
Gets angry; impulsive

Willingness to serve

Teamwork

Reluctant to serve

Frequently causes friction

Withdraws

Their motivation is unclear

Prefers to be alone

Is easily discouraged

Willing to serve

Usually cooperative

Faces difficulties in a
constructive manner

Eager to serve as needed

Works well with others

Relationships
Avoided by others

Achievement (ability to formulate,
execute and follow-through)
Starts, but doesn't finish

Response to Authority
Frequently in conflict with authorities

Tolerated by others

Only does what is assigned

Has trouble following instructions

Well-liked by others

Takes initiative and is reliable

Follows instructions, but not wholeheartedly

Sought out by others

Superior creative ability

Teachable. Follows instructions
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Leadership (ability to inspire others and
maintain their trust)
Tries, but lacks ability

Sensitivity (to the needs of others)
Slow to sense how others feel

Has some leadership promise

Reasonably responsive

Has average ability to lead

Understanding and thoughtful

Definite leadership gift

Exceptionally responsive and understanding

1. To what extent is the applicant involved in church work? _______________________________________
2. Does he/she display high moral standards? Yes ____ No ____ Please explain: _____________________
3. Has the applicant ever been a source of dissension or disunity? Yes _____ No ______If so, was it a onetime occurrence or is a continuing pattern? (Please explain.) ____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
4. Is he/she prejudiced against certain groups, races or nationalities? Yes ____ No ____ If so, please
explain. ______________________________________________________________________________
5. Please comment on the applicant’s family background and present family life, if known. ______________
____________________________________________________________________________________
6. Please describe any physical limitations the applicant may have: _________________________________
7. To your knowledge has the applicant ever had psychiatric treatment or any mental or emotional
problems? Yes ____ No ____ If so, please explain. ___________________________________________
8. As far as you know, has the applicant ever been arrested for any offense? Yes ____ No ________
If so, please explain. ___________________________________________________________________
9. Has the applicant ever been involved in drug abuse, homosexuality, adultery, cults or the occult?
Yes ____ No ____ If so, please explain. ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
10. What do you see as the applicant’s strong points? ____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
11. What, in your opinion, are the applicant’s weak points? ________________________________________
12. Is the applicant financially responsible? _____________________________________________________

Recommendation
Would you recommend that the applicant be accepted by Youth with a Mission?
Yes, strongly ____ Yes Moderately ____ With hesitation _____ No ______
Please explain your response. _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Your signature ___________________________________ Date ____________________________
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